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CHAPTER 1 - Introduction

"Variation - differences between individuals - is the raw material

on which the breeder works" (Lush 1947). Variation in living organisms

seems almost endless, with many differences between species, breeds,

lines, strains and individuals. Genetics is the study of heredity and

variation, and animal breeding is the science of using these genetic

principles for changing animal populations. To understand the

mechanisms involved, it is necessary to consider how resemblances and

differences between organisms arise.

In dioecious species reproduction helps maintain genetic variation.

During meiosis one chromosome in the pair is transmitted to the gamete

hence, only one copy of a gene is transferred from each parent to its

offspring. When the gametes combine to form the zygote, almost infinite

combinations of genes can arise. This is augmented by the recombination

which occurs prior to gamete formation. It is this array of gene and

genotype frequencies which comprise genetic variation.

The action and interaction of alleles when they combine to form

genotypes also contribute to the genetic variation in a population. It is

this type of genetic variability formed by combining genotypes of

different breeds and how it arises, how it can be measured and its use in

breeding that will be addressed in this study. Whilst variation can be

generated at the gene level, it must be remembered that the

environment, which includes all non-genetic factors, can modify the

expression of genes. Finally, over short time periods, mutation and
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variation in chromosome number and arrangement can be responsible for

a small proportion of inherited differences (Pirchner 1983).

Genetic variation is usually classified into two types. Firstly,

qualitative variation usually involves traits which are controlled by

single, major genes which have clear segregation ratios. Some qualitative

traits are of value in breeding, for example the Booroola gene in sheep,

which causes multiple ovulations, and the horn-polled gene in cattle.

The second type of genetic variability is quantitative, involving

traits that generally exhibit continuous variation where the characters

have no natural discontinuities (e.g. growth rate). Quantitative traits or

metric traits, as they are sometimes termed, usually involve genes at

many loci, the influence of each of these genes on the phenotype usually

being quite small relative to the total variability existing for the trait.

Segregation at these loci cannot be observed (Van Vleck et al. 1987).

Therefore their effects are measured in terms of means, variances and

covariances of relatives (Hill 1984), rather than being classified into

genotypic categories. Many quantitative traits are of economic importance

in plant and animal production, for example crop yields, egg production,

milk yield, and growth rate.

Quantitative traits are controlled by the action of several alleles at

many loci, the genes act additively or express various degrees of

dominance and there may be various types of interactions between genes

at different loci (Bowman 1974). Quantitative genetic differences can

occur both between breeds and within breeds.
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Crossbreeding research has shown that beef production can be

increased by simultaneously making use of additive and non-additive

(heterotic) genetic differences between breeds (Long 1980).

Crossbreeding has become an important component of beef production in

Australia (Barlow and Parnell 1988), however very little objective

information exists on the performance of some breed crosses. The

characterisation of the genetic differences between breeds and estimates

of the performance of crosses is necessary for the design of effective

breeding systems.

The Hereford and Poll Hereford breeds comprise 47 % of the New

South Wales beef cattle herd and approximately 28 % of the Australian

beef cattle population. The Devon breed has persisted in the Industry in

small numbers since its inception and Industry comment suggests that

the breed is often used for crossing with Hereford and Poll Herefords.

However, no estimates of production differences for the Devon and

Hereford breeds nor for their crosses exist for postweaning growth,

carcase traits and maternal performance under Australian production

environments. This study will address these deficiencies by considering

additive and non-additive genetic effects for quantitative traits (growth,

carcase and milk) in a crossbreeding experiment involving the Devon and

Hereford breeds in a complete diallel design with the Red Angus breed as

a terminal sire.
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CHAPTER 2 - The Action of Genes

To understand how quantitative variation arises in a population the

biological actions and interactions of genes must be considered.

2.1 Gene Effects 

Genes may act additively or non-additively and these genetic effects

can occur both between and within breeds. The primary interest in this

study is the between breed genetic differences.

2.1.1 Additive gene effects

Additive gene effects occur when single genes act independently of

the remainder of the genotype, and show no dominance, i.e. the action of

an individual gene at a locus is averaged, and these average effects on a

trait will be summed over all relevent loci. Two types of additive gene

effects can occur. Firstly, direct additive genetic effects is the effect that

an animal's genes has on its own performance. Secondly, additive

maternal genetic effects occur indirectly via the influence of the dam's

genes on the offspring and is dependent on the breed of origin of the dam.

2.1.2 Non-additive gene effects

Non-additive effects result from interacting to cause deviations

from the expected mid-parent (additive) value. The advantage arising

from the non-additive gene effects when populations are crossed is called

heterosis (coined by Shull in 1914, as cited by Sheridan 1981), or hybrid

vigour. This describes the increased vigour of crossbreds for a particular

trait relative to their parents. Heterosis is measured as the mean
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deviation in offspring (crossbreds) performance from the average

performance for the straightbreds of a specific set of breeds (Dickerson

1969). Heterosis is commonly expressed as a percentage of the mid-

parent mean.

Various theories have been presented to explain heterosis. In

general, the genetic basis of heterosis can be divided into two

components, viz. dominance and epistasis.

2.1.2.1 Heterosis due to Dominance

The dominance model as an explanation of heterosis was proposed

by Bruce (1910). Heterosis arises from dominance among the alleles at the

same locus (intra-locus interactions), summed over loci to produce a

directional (non-average) result. Conceptually one allele at a locus

dominates the action of the other, either partially or wholly. Falconer

(1981) explained heterosis due to dominance deviations in terms of gene

frequencies at a single locus with two alleles. The amount of heterosis

(HF1), expressed as the difference in the mean genotypic value between

the first filial generation (M F1 ) and the mid-parent values (Mp), is;

11F1 = MF1-Mp

= dye

where y is the difference in gene frequency between populations and d is

the genotypic value of the heterozygote as deviation from the mid-

heterozygote value, commonly called the dominance deviation.

From the above equation, the expression of heterosis is dependent

upon the presence of dominance and the difference in gene frequencies
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between the populations. If the populations crossed do not differ in gene

frequency there will be no heterosis (Falconer 1981). The direction of

dominance is also important for the expression of heterosis. If some loci

are dominant in one direction and some in the other, their effects will

tend to cancel out, even though dominance exists at, individual loci.

Falconer (1981) postulated that heterosis is simply a recovery from

inbreeding depression, that is, the fitness lost on inbreeding tends to be

restored on crossing. Kinghorn (1987) proposed that heterotic expression

under the dominance model is directly related to the proportion of genes

which involve a difference in breed of origin, i.e. heterozygous with

respect to breed of origin which is proportional to the true allelic

heterozygosity.

A crossbred animal may benefit from its own genotype (d I ), or if

the dam is a crossbred from the effects of dominance on the maternal

environment, this being termed maternal heterosis (dm).

2.1.2.2 Heterosis due to Epistasis

This occurs where genes interact among non-allelic pairs, i.e. inter-

loci interactions. Epistatic interaction of genes is commonly thought to

involve favourable gene combinations (interactions) which may have

developed due to long-term selection within a breed thus increasing the

frequencies of pairs of non-allelic genes (Kinghorn 1982, Koch et al. 1985),

or of blocks of genes. Several kinds of two-locus epistatic interactions

(configurations) are feasible. Kinghorn (1980) describes these as:
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homozygote-homozygote, homozygote-heterozygote and heterozygote-

heterozygote.

A number of models have been developed to explain heterosis due

to epistasis. These include 'recombination loss' (Dickerson 1969, 1973),

hypotheses 'X' and 'Y' (Kinghorn 1980 and 1983), 'additive x additive

epistatis' (Koch et al. 1985 and Hill 1982) and 'F1 and parental epistasis'

(Sheridan 1980, 1981). All these models attempt to describe the amount

of heterosis present in different types of crosses and maintained in

advanced generations of inter se , matings among crosses (Koch et al.

1985).

Commonly the effect of crossing established straightbreds is that

favourable epistatic combinations are lost in successive crosses because of

random recombination of non-allelic genes (Koch et al. 1985). Hence, we

expect to observe a loss of this heterosis in advanced generations of inter

se matings. Conversely, crossbreeding may in fact produce favourable

epistatic (between-breed) interactions when different breeds are

combined, producing a positive effect on heterosis (Kinghorn pers. comm.).

These two basic models of heterosis resulting from non-additive

gene action are not mutually exclusive in as far as the heterosis observed

in any particular cross could be the result of a combination of several of

these explanations (Sheridan 1981). Heterosis in crosses then is the sum

of the retained individual and maternal dominance and the generation of

epistatic effects between breeds.
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2.2 Using Gene Effects in Breeding

A knowledge of these different gene effects and their relative

contribution to the quantitative variation associated with the economic

traits is required for the design of optimum breeding plans which

maximise returns from breeding.

Hence, additive gene effects within populations mean that

improvement can be made within a breed by using mass selection. For

example a superior individual will transmit half its additive genetic merit

(1/2 gI ) to its offspring. Between breeds, additive genetic differences for

several traits can result in additional gains, through complementarity of

these traits, when crossing occurs. Complementarity refers to the

advantage of one type of cross over another (excluding heterosis),

resulting from the manner in which two or more traits combine or

complement each other (Cartwright 1970).

Non-additive genetic differences between breeds can be used to

improve certain traits when the breeds are combined through

crossbreeding. Preliminary evidence suggests that these non-additive

effects between beef cattle breeds can be explained adequately by the

dominance model (Cunningham 1982, Kress et al. 1986). However,

epistasis may also contribute to the expression of heterosis, especially if a

number of breeds are crossed. The loss of heterosis in later crosses will

differ depending on the relative contributions of dominance and epistatic

deviations. Kinghorn (1987) concluded that epistasis is likely to be more
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important in crosses involving several breeds, or in crosses developed

over a number of generations, such as in new synthetic breeds.

To understand the nature of the variation for the traits of interest

and achieve genetic change in a breeding program, methods which

characterise the amount of genetic variation attributable to these

different gene effects are required. These methods rely on comparisons of

related individuals and of genotypic groups. Before valid and reliable

estimates of the contribution of the different gene effects to a particular

set of traits can be made certain fundamental parameters of design must

be met. These are:

a). Environmental variation that can affect genetic expression must be

accounted for. The genotype (G) of an individual is never completely

known and the measurement of a trait on the phenotype (P) contains

the effect of the rearing environment (E) i.e. P=G+E.

b). Systematic environmental variation that can affect genetic expression

must be overcome. For example by contemporaneously rearing the

different genotypes, or by statistically adjusting for all known

management group effects. Comparisons of individuals will be

regressed to predict their genotype whilst the phenotypic mean of

the group of contemporary reared individuals also estimates the

genotypic mean.

Hence, differences in age and dam age must be removed prior to

making comparisons.
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c). Experiments must be of sufficient size, particularly in breed and cross

comparisons where the estimates will be based on group means and

not individual records. Adequate numbers are also required in the

later generations of an evaluation to prevent losses from renewed

inbreeding and genetic drift.

d). The parental breeds to be used in breed evaluation studies must be a

representative sample of the breeds crossed (Dickerson 1969).

e). In a diallel design, the same group of sires should be used to generate

the straightbreds and crossbreds, to avoid between sire differences

appearing as genotype differences (Mason 1966).

f). If comparisons are being made between generations, e.g. F 1 , F2 and

F3, then results may be confounded with inter-year differences.

Therefore overlapping generations across years, possibly assisted by

the use of a control straightbred line, is required to ensure linkage,

and overcome confounding of year and genetic differences.

2.3 Methods of Estimating Genetic Effects

Additive genetic differences within breeds may be estimated by;

estimating individuals' breeding values (additive genetic values), e.g. by

regressing individual phenotypes or via progeny tests. Progeny tests are

particularly useful in predicting the additive genetic value of sires where

the trait of interest can only be measured on females e.g. milk yield.
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These techniques rely on accurate records of performance and reliable

animal identification.

Additive differences between breeds may be estimated by sire

breed comparisons (Marlowe and Tolley 1982) or in the case of animal

diallels, additive direct differences can be determined by comparing the

contemporaneously reared straightbreds. The additive maternal genetic

effects can also be determined by comparing differences between the

reciprocal crossbreds (Eisen et al. 1983).

However, comparisons among straightbreds are not generally

reliable predictors of performance of breeds in crosses (Cundiff 1982).

Therefore specifically designed experiments need to be conducted to

measure non-additive differences between the breeds.

Obtaining reliable, unbiassed measures of non-additive breed and

cross differences due to dominance and to epistasis is more complex and

requires quite rigid experimental design. The most powerful method of

measuring heterosis due to dominance is the diallel design for the breeds

involved. A complete diallel involves all parental breeds and crossbred

groups, including reciprocal crosses (Long 1980). When the environment

is common, the diallel allows estimation of the additive direct and

maternal (g I , gm ) and non-additive direct and maternal (h i , hm ) breed

differences (Eisen et al. 1983). In the first generation, estimates of

individual heterosis can be obtained for specific crosses and also

estimates of additive individual and additive maternal effects. The second

generation of a diallel can be used to estimate maternal heterosis, either
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by three-way, or backcross, on the F 1 females (Cundiff 1982). Where no

selection is practiced, the genetic effects can be estimated as linear

functions of the least square means for the mating types (Koch et al.

1985).

One major limitation of diallels is the number of breeds that can be

involved in any one experiment. The number of breed groups generated

(i.e. n straightbreds, n(n-1) F 1 crosses, [n(n-1)(n-2)/2] three-breed

crosses; Dickerson, 1969) make it impractical to involve more than four or

five breeds (Cundiff 1982).

Other methods to estimate the non-additive genetic component are

modified diallels, where one of the parental breds may not be present

(Griffing 1956), or where the reciprocal crosses are pooled or missing

(Long 1980). Statistical expectations of genetic effects can be used to

predict the performance of genotypes not include in the experiment. For

example, the performance of F2's and F 1 's can be used to estimate

expected differences in the parental breeds, hence estimate heterosis

(Bowman 1974).

Topeross evaluations can be used as an alternative to diallels if a

large number of breeds are to be tested (Dickerson 1969). This design is

useful for testing exotic breeds which are limited in number and these are

usually mated to dams of the the best (adapted) native breed.

Comparisons among generated crossbreds rank the "exotic" sires in terms

of their additive genetic merit provided effects of heterosis are the same

for all the sire breeds (Cundiff 1982). Heterosis and additive maternal
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effects can be estimated from comparisons of progeny of F1 topeross

females mated to the same sire of a different breed (Notter et al. 1978a).

However, the estimates may be affected by a sire by breed of dam

interaction for the traits studied.

Maternal heterosis can also be estimated simply as the difference

between crossbred and straightbred females mated to sires of a different

breed (Dickerson 1969). This is possible because the additive genetic

individual and maternal effects and the effects of individual heterosis of

the calves cancel out.

Methods also exist for measuring heterosis due to epistasis and

commonly involve parental breeds, F 1 crosses, and various degrees of

backcrosses and inter se matings. Epistatic effects are estimated from the

differences between parental and non-parental breed combinations of

non-allelic gene pairs, as deviations from additive and dominance gene

effects (Koch et al. 1985). These authors highlighted the problem of

estimating epistatic effects, in that large data sets and a definitive array

of mating types are required to achieve statistically significant results.
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CHAPTER 3 - Genetics in Beef Cattle Breeding

An understanding of the nature and extent of genetic variation is

important to maximising genetic gains in beef cattle. The total variation

existing for the biological traits of economic importance to beef production

is vast and under a high degree of genetic control (Cundiff et al. 1986).

Existing genetic diversity among breeds is a valuable resource for

improving animal production. However, much of this remains poorly

described and utilised. With a knowledge of the magnitude and relative

importance of the genetic effects a beef cattle breeder can use the total

resource more efficiently and effectively.

3.1 The Breeding Objective 

Before genetic improvement can be made through the use of the

genetic differences, the direction or objectives of a breeding program

need to be defined. Many breeding objectives may exist for beef

producers, but in general the main objective is to increase profit (Barlow

1987). This may require increasing output and/or increasing efficiency i.e.

dollar output per unit dollar input (Kinghorn 1984). The breeding

objective establishes the traits of importance to profit and the relative

economic value of each. Some traits or selection criteria that may be

contained in a breeding objective are: reproductive traits (e.g. weaning

percentage), production traits (e.g. weaning weight) and quality traits

(carcase conformation and fat thickness). Selection and mating strategies

are then used to change the aggregate genotype according to the objective

by manipulating the additive and non-additive genetic differences
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between and within breeds. Of course, the magnitude and relative

importance of these effects can differ among traits. Hence, the nature of

the additive and non-additive genetic effects for each trait needs to be

known prior to commencing a breeding program.

3.2 Additive and Non-Additive Differences for Beef

Cattle Traits 

Table 3.1 summarizes the between breed effects of the different

gene actions on several production and quality traits from a large number

of crossbreeding experiments reviewed by Long (1980). Additive direct

effects can be estimated by maximum differences between breeds in

diallels, whilst non-additive differences are estimated in terms of

heterosis expressed by crossbreds. From the results in Table 3.1 heterosis

for the live animal and carcase traits is small, relative to the additive

direct genetic differences that exist between breeds. In his summary,

Long (1980) included experiments involving several Bos taurus x Bos

taurus crosses and a few Bos indicus x Bos taurus crosses. The means

presented in Table 3.1 for direct heterosis may have been larger if more

estimates of Bos indicus x Bos taurus crosses were included. This is due to

greater expression of heterosis for crosses of diverse genotypes (Turner et

al. 1968, Koger et al. 1973, Reynolds et al. 1982, Peacock et al. 1978).

These estimates of genetic parameters apply to the particular

populations and environments. The averages are of value in assessing

general trends, not specific applications.
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Table:3.1 Estimates of mean additive and non-additive between breed

differences (%) for several traits, adapted from Long (1980).

Traits Direct heterosis % * Additive differences (Y0+

Live animal traits

Birth weight 4 20

Preweaning gain 4 19

Weaning weight 5 16

Postweaning gain 6 13

Yearling weight 4 13

Mature weight -1 to 7 7 to 34

Carcase traits

Dressing percent 1 3

Eye muscle area 3 14

Fat depth 5 50

Carcase quality 1 16
* estimates from complete breed diallels
+ maximum differences from breed diallels

3.3 Maternal Heterosis and Additive Maternal 

differences for Beef Cattle Traits

Crossbreeding has become an important component of beef

production, particularly the increased use of crossbred females. The need

then arises to quantify the non-additive contribution of the crossbred

dam to her offspring which is termed maternal heterosis. Table 3.2

summarizes estimates of maternal heterosis for several traits that are
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related to cow productivity. These estimates are from a number of

crossbreeding trials involving different breed combinations of F 1 dams,

mated either to a sire of a third breed or backcrossed.

The raw means given in Table 3.2 for each trait provide general

trends across a number of experiments. To obtain more reliable estimates

e.g. for each breed combination, the means from each experiment should

be weighted to take account of differences in sample numbers, the

environment, dam age differences, and other differences between the

designs which may influence the estimates. However, this detail is

frequently not reported. Nor are standard errors commonly reported.

However, mean maternal heterosis and ranges for each trait in

Table 3.2 can be considered.

Percent pregnancy: Maternal heterosis for percent pregnant ranges

between 0 and 11.5 %, with a mean of 6.3 % for Bos taurus crosses.

Estimates for Bos indicus x Bos taurus range from 10.5 to 23.1 %.

Birth weight: In these studies, maternal heterosis for birth weight

ranges from 0 to 4.4 % with a mean of 2.4 %, or 0.77 kg, for Bos taurus 

crosses. Similar results have been reported for Bos indicus x Bos taurus,

crosses. These ranged between -0.6 and 6 % with a mean of 1.9, or 0.54

kgs.

Percent calf survival	 - birth to weaning: Maternal heterosis for

percent calf survival ranges between -0.5 and 8 % with a mean of 2 % in
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the Bos taurus crosses. Similarly, in the Bos indicus x Bos taurus crosses

percent calf survival range from -0.2 to 3.2 % with a mean of 1.6 %.

Weaning weight: Maternal heterosis for weaning weight ranges

between 0.3 and 7.8 % with a mean of 4.5 %, or 8.2 kgs for the Bos taurus

crosses. For the Bos indicus x Bos taurus crosses estimates were higher,

ranging from 3.2 to 20.7 % with a mean of 11.2 %, or 19.5 kgs.

In general, the estimates of maternal heterosis for the traits

presented in Table 3.2 show that maternal heterosis had little effect on

birth weight and percent calf survival, but increased pregnancy percent

and weaning weight. Bos indicus x Bos taurus crosses in general exhibited

greater levels of maternal heterosis by a factor of two or more than B o s

taurus crosses.

To quantify the contribution of maternal non-additive gene effects

to several traits the relative differences between straightbreds needs to

be considered. However only a few of the experiments cited in Table 3.2

partitioned the variance for each trait into the different genetic effects.

The estimates of additive maternal differences from this subset of

experiments are presented in Appendix 1. In the majority of the

experiments the straightbred Hereford breed was involved and therefore

wherever possible this breed was used as a base for comparing the other

breeds. A summary from Appendix 1 of the additive maternal differences

for birth and weaning weight is presented in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.2: Published estimates of maternal heterosis (%) for several traits
from cattle crossbreeding research.

of dam +	 pregnant	 %	 kg	 survival	 %	 kg

Breedtype	 Percent	 Birth weight	 Percent calf	 Weaning weight	 Reference

Bt X Bt

H AC	 0	 4.4	 8.1	 Alenda et al. (1980a).

HAS	 6.5	 1.7	 0.6	 1.0	 4.3	 8.4	 Cundiff et al. (1974a b).

H AC	 1.4	 0.3	 0.3	 0.7	 Knapp et al. (1980).

H AC	 -0.1	 3.2	 Dillard et al. (1980).

H A	 5.4	 3.2	 1.0	 -0.5	 6.8	 12.8	 Koch et al. (1985).

A Bs	 11.5	 0.7	 1.8	 12.0	 Olson et al. (1985).

H A S	 2.8	 0.9	 3.6	 7.2	 Gaines et al. (1978).

H AC	 2.1	 4.5	 Ellis et al. (1979).

HAS	 5.6	 Cundiff (1970).

HACSi	 6.8	 MacNeil et al. (1982).

H A	 6.8	 3.6	 1.2	 3.7	 4.4	 8.1	 McDonald and Turner

(1972), Turner et al. (1968).

HAS	 5.0	 5.9	 Warwick (1968)

A Ms	 8.7	 2.5	 0.8	 8.0	 3.2	 6.9	 Spelbring et al. (1977 a b).

A C	 7.8	 16.5	 Peacock et al. (1981).

H A	 4.4	 1.5	 0.2	 7.3	 14.0	 McElhenney et al. (1986).

H Rp 	 0.0	 2.3	 0.8	 0.0	 2.3	 4.9	 Bailey et al. (1988).

Means#	6.3	 2.4	 0.77	 2.0	 4.5	 8.2

Bt X B1

8 A H	 23.1	 -0.6	 -0.2	 -0.2	 12.5	 23.5	 McDonald and Turner

A H Ba	 10.5	 2.4	 0.8	 3.1	 3.2	 6.2	 (1972), Turner et al. (1968)

B H	 1.8	 0.6	 10.5	 19.8	 Roberson et al. (1986).

Bo Ak Z	 6.0	 1.6	 5.4	 8.6	 Gregory et al. (1985).

A RpBoAkZ •	 25.6	 13.7	 3.7	 9.9	 14.8	 23.2	 Trail et al. (1985).

B S	 12.8	 0.3	 20.7	 33	 Koger et al. (1975),

Peacock et al. (1971).

B AC	 11.4	 23.8	 Peacock et al. (1981).

BAH	 -0.3	 -0.1	 3.2	 11.2	 21.8	 McElhenney et al. (1986).

Means*	 15.5	 1.9	 0.54	 1.6	 11.2	 19.5
Bt=Bos taurus, Bi=Bos indicus, H=Hereford, A=Angus, C=Charolais, S=Shorthorn Si=Simmental,
Bs=Brown Swiss, Ms=Milking Shorthorn, Rp=Red Poll, B=Brahman Ba=Brangus, Ak=Ankole,
Bo=Boran, and Z=Small East African Zebu

* This estimate also contains 1/2 the additive maternal and 1/4 of the additive direct differences between
the breeds and is not included in the mean.

# unadjusted mean.
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Although based on a small number of experiments Table 3.3 shows

that additive maternal differences between breeds is relatively small for

birth weight, but larger differences are apparent for weaning weight

especially between the large European breeds and the Hereford.

Table 3.3: Estimates of additive maternal differences for birth weight

and weaning weight for British and European breeds

relative to a Hereford base and Brahman relative to a B o s

taurus base (summarised from Appendix 1).

Breedtype Birth weight

%	 kg

Weaning weight

0/0	 kg

Relative to Hereford

British -0.9 -0.3 6.9 8.0

European -0.9 0.4 15.9 22.1

Relative to Bos Taurus

7.8 12.6Brahman

Calves from crossbred beef cows are generally heavier at weaning

than calves from straightbreds. This difference is largely attributed to the

greater milk production of the crossbred dam (Cundiff et al. 1974b). The

difficulty in directly measuring milk production in beef cattle has meant

that few studies have a direct estimate of heterosis for milk production.

Table 3.4 summarises estimates of heterosis for average milk

production from the literature. Some authors reported differences in the
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estimate of heterosis for milk yield at different stages of lactation and the

ranges of these are shown in parentheses. From Table 3.4 substantial

heterosis for milk yield exists with estimates ranging between 0.9 and 38

%, the unweighted mean being 15 %. This summary of the literature

shows non-additive differences between breed crosses exist for milk

yield. Differences between these experiments in stage of lactation at

which observations were made may also influence the estimates.

Table 3.4: Estimates of heterosis for milk yield from reports of cattle

crossbreeding research.

Dam breedtype* Heterosis (%) ) Reference

H A S 8.3 (0.9-38) Cundiff et al. (1974b).

H A 15 (10-35) Notter et al. (1978b).

A C 3 Marshall et al. (1976).

Z Ho 27.8 Sivarajasingam and Kumar (1986).

MC J 26 Alba and Kennedy (1985).

Ho Ha 7.9 and 16.8 Ganpule and Desai (1983).

Ay Ho Bs 5.1 Robison et al. (1981).

Si Pi 7.9 Gram! and Pirchner (1985).

H Si A 21 Anderson et al. (1986).

Bi X Bt + 18 and 25 Syrstad (19851.

Mean 15
* H=Hereford, A=Angus, S=Shorthorn, Si=Simmental, C=Charolais, Bs=Brown Swiss,

Ho=Holsteins, Z=Zebu (native), Pi=Pinzgaus, Ay=Ayrshire, Ha=Hariana, MC=Latin American

Milking Criollo, J=Jersey

+ Estimates from several Bos Taurus (Bt) breeds and several native zebu (Dos indicus) (Bi) breeds
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3.4 Using the Gene Effects in Breeding

The information given in Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 allow some

general observations on the genetic effects for these traits. Between breed

differences for growth and carcase traits are largely additive which

means that the cross will approximate the mid-parent value for that trait.

Considerable additive maternal differences exist for weaning weight

suggesting differences in milk yield between breeds. However, non-

additive genetic differences between breeds tend to be more important

when their cumulative effects on reproductive and maternal traits are

considered.

Both individual and maternal heterosis for most traits are

considerably greater in Bos indicus x Bos taurus crosses than for B o s

taurus crosses. Maternal heterosis for weaning weight appears to be

greater than additive maternal differences between Bos taurus and B o s

indicus breeds.

In attempting to maximize the breeding objective for a particular

producer, one or more traits may be weighted more heavily in a multi-

breed index. For example, if slaughter weight and carcase grade are the

primary traits in the breeding objective, then the best method to improve

these traits will be by making use of additive breed variation, first

through the selection of the superior breed or breeds. However, if the

number of calves weaned per cow joined is economically important, the

implementation of an appropriate crossbreeding system to make use of

non-additive gene effects may be desirable.
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To maximize a breeding objective by utilising both within and

between breed variation the need arises for characterization of existing

breeds (additive variation) and estimation of the effects of crossing

different breeds (non-additive variation and complementarity), in

addition to describing the within breed and cross variation. Along with

resource availability this constitutes the primary information necessary

for design of effective breeding systems for efficient beef production

(Long 1980). Many of our available germ plasm resources (breeds) have

not been characterized for the range of major production environments

(McElhenney et al. 1986).

Suitably designed experiments are needed to provide information

on additive and non-additive breed differences. A comprehensive

approach is desirable but costly. For example, workers at Roman L.

Hruska U.S. Meat Animal Research Center, Nebraska addressed the

problem and in 1969 initiated a Germ Plasm Evaluation Program to

characterise a broad range of biological types of cattle. A total of 20

different sire breeds are being evaluated in a topeross evaluation to

classify each breed in terms of its growth rate and mature size, lean to fat

ratio, age at puberty, milk production and several other related traits.

In Australia, research commenced in 1972 at the Agricultural

Research and Advisory Station, Grafton to characterise the performance of

a few selected genotypes in temperate and subtropical Australia. The

breeds chosen were representatives of the four major biological types of
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cattle, viz. Bos taurus, Bos indicus, large European and dairy breeds of

r attle.

These types of experiments provide useful information on the

relative performance of breeds and crosses, however care is required

when utilising results for specific applications of other crosses or

environments (see Chapter 4).
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CHAPTER 4 - Factors Affecting the Expression of

Heterosis

Heterosis is defined as the mean deviation in crossbred performance

from the average performance for the straightbreds of a specific set of

breeds. A range of models have been presented to explain heterosis and

these were considered in Chapter 2. Under each of these models the level

of heterosis depends on the genetic diversity of the cross, the production

environment and the biological status (age and sex) of the animal. In

addition, the expression of heterosis may be direct, via the animal's

genotype or indirect, via the parent when it is termed either maternal or

paternal heterosis.

4.1 Genotypes in the Cross

The level of heterosis for a particular trait may differ depending on

the genetic diversity between breeds, the degree of heterozygosity in the

cross and the effect of epistatic interactions.

4.1.1 Diversity of breeds

The magnitude of heterosis for particular traits is greater the more

divergent the breeds are in genetic make-up (Damon et al. 1961). In

general, the more unrelated the breeds and/or diverse in performance,

the greater is the expression of heterosis when crossed. From Chapter 2

heterosis was defined in terms of dominance deviation and differences in

gene frequencies. Dickerson (1973) describes genetic diversity among
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breeds as differences in mean gene frequency, average heterozygosity

relative to each other and in epistatic combination effects of genes on

performance. Therefore the large amount of heterosis observed between

divergent breeds, and crossing inbred lines, may be the result of

differences in the alleles present and their frequencies. Many

crossbreeding experiments have shown very substantial heterosis in

crosses of divergent breeds especially when Bos indicus and Bos t au r u s 

breeds are crossed (Peacock et al. 1981, Koger et al. 1973,1975; Reynolds

et al. 1982, Turner et al. 1968, Comerford et al. 1987).

4.1.2 Degree of heterozygosity

For a given cross and under the dominance model, the expression of

heterosis is directly related to the proportion of gene pairs which involve

a difference in breed of origin, or are heterozygous with respect of breed

of origin (Kinghorn 1987). Heterozygosity of 100 %, that is, all gene pairs

are different in breed of origin, results in complete expression of heterosis

(100 %) for a trait. Similarly, 50 % heterozygosity, commonly achieved

through backcrossing, results in only half the level of heterosis (50 %)

exhibited in a F1.

The result of inbreeding in a population is that gene frequencies

tend towards the extreme values of 0 or 1, and so are completely

homozygous (Falconer 1981). Under the dominance model, the heterosis

from crossing two inbred lines will be the sum of the dominance

deviations of those loci that have different alleles in the two lines.

Therefore the more inbred the lines, the greater will be the expression of
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heterosis when crossed with another line that is homozygous for different

alleles.

4.1.3 Epistasis

Under the epistatic models for heterosis, interactions between genes

can result in a decrease in the expected level of heterosis expression

based on the percentage heterozygosity (Kinghorn 1987). The biological

nature of these interactions was discussed in Chapter 2. The effect on the

expression of heterosis is the of loss of favourable inter-loci interactions

commonly affecting fitness, when breeds are crossed (Falconer 1981).

These favourable epistatic combinations are thought to be accumulated

within breeds through long-term selection and can be lost in crosses

among breeds because of random recombination of non-allelic genes

(Koch et al. 1985). The loss appears to be greatest when several breeds

are crossed such as in the development of a synthetic or composite breed.

4.2 Maternal Effects

The magnitude of heterosis from the particular breed crosses can be

influenced by several maternal effects. Within a cross the level of

heterosis expressed can depend on the direction of the cross and dam age

and parity.

4.2.1 Reciprocal differences

Different levels of heterosis may be observed between reciprocal

crosses. When this occurs one of the reciprocals may be preferred in a

crossbreeding structure, i.e. one breed should be used as sires and the
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other as dams (Long 1980). Work by Dillard et al. (1980) found that

heterosis for birth weight, average daily gain and weaning weight

changed according to the breed of dam. The results showed that when

Charolais was the breed of dam, heterosis values were much larger than

when Charolais was the breed of sire.

Dickerson (1969) has shown that reciprocal crosses are expected to

be equal in terms of all genetic components, except for an effect that was

due to maternal granddams. Reciprocal differences may also arise due to

differences in extra nuclear inheritance. Evidence exists for a relationship

between the performance of reciprocals and their subsequent

performance as darns. The maternal environment for preweaning gain is

negatively influenced by favourable maternal effects expressed in the

previous generation (Koch 1972). The relationship appears to be related

to the favourable preweaning environment permanently affecting the

calf's ability as a future darn. Cundiff et al. (1974b) postulated that the

effect was due to fattening at an early age interacting with endocrine

development and function to reduce subsequent maternal abilities,

especially milk production and reproduction. This effect, if present, will

be seen as a difference in the weaning weight of calves from the

reciprocal cross dams.

4.2.2 Dam age and parity

Maternal heterosis for weaning weight appears to decrease with

increasing dam age and parity (Cundiff et al. 1974b), to maturity. A

possible explanation may be that heterosis for most traits, except growth,

is enhanced in sub-optimal environments (Barlow 1981) and therefore in
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early parities the heifers and first-calf cows are stressed more by

gestation, parturition and lactation than older cows (Cartwright 1982). For

most other traits direct heterosis also appears to decline with age as

discussed in section 4.4.1.

4.3 The Environment

The ability of the environment to modify the expression of heterosis

for particular traits has been recognised as one of the major contributors

to reported differences between specific breed crosses. The adaption of

breeds and crosses to specific environmental conditions has also been

postulated as a reason for different levels of expression of heterosis.

4.3.1 Heterosis x environment interactions

The environment has been recognised as a factor affecting the

expression of heterosis (Knight 1973, Sheridan 1981, Cunningham 1987).

This influence may be mediated through several environmental variables.

Barlow (1981) considered these as: nutrition, rearing system and

temperature, with nutrition encompassing all aspects of quantity and

quality. Siebert (1982) identified environmental variables for the tropics

as: heat, disease, parasitic load, forage quality and availability. These

environmental variables are known to interact with the genotype to

influence the expression of heterosis in cattle (Frisch and Vercoe 1978,

Barlow 1981). In his extensive review, Barlow concluded that heterosis x

environment interaction is the rule rather than the exception, with the

nature of these interactions dependent on the species and the trait under

consideration. The evidence suggests for most traits heterosis is greater in
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sub-optimal environments, with the one exception of growth rate, where

the evidence shows it to be enhanced by favourable nutrition. This

conclusion may be explained in part by the fact that there is positive

heterosis for feed intake (Barlow 1984), and Cartwright (1982) postulated

that crossbreds have a greater ability to respond to nutritional

opportunity.

An explanation for the observed greater heterosis under sub-

optimal conditions was proposed by Lerner 1954, viz. heterozygotes (e.g.

crossbred animals) are expected to be more uniform and less influenced

by environmental effects than homozygotes (e.g. straightbred parental

lines). However this model could also fit the situation where more

heterosis is observed in a very favourable (above average) environment

(Hammond pers. comm.). The effect of rearing systems on the expression

of heterosis will be discussed in conjunction with the influence of age in

section 4.4.

4.3.2 Fitness (Adaption)

Frisch and Vercoe (1978) proposed that the expression of growth in

a given environment will depend on two important factors; "the inherent

growth potential and the level of adaption to environmental stresses". The

first factor will determine an individual's maximum possible growth rate

and the second factor will determine how much of this potential is

achieved. Frisch and Vercoe (1978) considered that the inherent growth

potential, or an animal's genetic capacity for growth, differs within and

between breeds, as does its adaption (resistance) to different

environments (Warwick 1968, Burns et al. 1979). This proposed
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interaction between genetic capacity for growth and adaption could mean

the level of heterosis expressed in a particular environment will depend

on the non-additive differences in growth and the adaptability of the

crossbreds to environmental stresses. Barlow and O'Neil (1980) found that

Bos taurus crosses appeared more sensitive to environmental variation

compared to the Brahman cross calves. Similar results were found by

Turner and Short (1972). Studies by Frisch and Vercoe (1982) found that

the liveweight gain of steers differed depending on genotype and

exposure to the stresses of heat and parasites. When free from stresses,

the temperate genotype (Hereford) outgained the crossbreds (Hereford x

Brahman) and the tropical genotype (Brahman) by 7.4 % and 16 %,

respectively. However when the three genotypes were exposed to the

stresses, the temperate genotype had a weight gain approximately half

the rate realised without stress. The tropical and crossbred genotypes

showed only slight decreases in growth rate under stress. These results

indicate that at high levels of stress the capacity for growth is limited by

the animals' adaption to the particular environment, but the value in

modelling the genotype in terms of growth and adaption is debatable.

4.4 Age and Sex

The biological state of the animal influences its ability to respond

and it is not surprising that the magnitude of this response should be

genotype dependent and non-linear. Age and sex are two obvious

biological variables.
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4.4.1 Age

The expression of heterosis for certain traits appears to be

dependant on age and/or rearing practices. Evidence shows differences in

the level of heterosis depend on nutritional management. Long and

Gregory (1975a) showed that crossbred steers placed on a feedlot

immediately after weaning exhibited 9.6 % heterosis for average daily

gain. Whereas, if entry into the feedlot was deferred the heterosis for

average daily gain over a similar period was only 3.7 %. Similar results

were found by Lasley et al. (1973), Klosterman et al. (1968) and Jain et al.

(1971). All these experiments showed that heterosis for postweaning

average daily gain is greater at higher rates of gain or at younger ages (or

both). Lasley et al. (1973) postulated that the gains made on pasture may

not have been rapid enough for genetic differences to appear between the

breed groups. The observation that expression of heterosis is greater at

younger ages was supported by Jain et al. (1971). It was proposed that

"the crossing of two breeds results in calves with gene combinations

responsible for early expression of heterosis for different traits". Cundiff

(1970), suggested that heterosis tends to decrease with calf age beyond

approximately one year. Nelsen and Beavers (1982) suggest that most of

the heterosis for increasing maturity is apparently expressed by the time

of puberty, with no evidence of a heterotic response in maturing rate in

the post-pubertal period. However, some experiments have reported

significant heterosis for growth up to 18 months of age (Vogt et al. 1967)

and for mature weight (Smith et al. 1976c, Spelbring et al. 1977a and

Dearborn et al. 1987).
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Smith et al. (1976b) suggest that the effect of heterosis is to speed

up the maturing process. Gregory et al. (1966a,b) interpret the reduction

in heterosis for gain as crossbred heifers and steers age, and the increased

fatness at constant ages as evidence of heterosis for physiological

maturing rate. Dow et al. (1982) also found decreased age at puberty in

crossbred heifers, which provides further support for the hypothesis that

the primary effect of heterosis is to accelerate the maturing process.

However, results by Stewart et al. (1980) show that age at puberty can be

confounded by feeding regime. Here heterosis was not significant for

pubertal age of bulls or heifers receiving a high nutritional diet. However,

crossbred heifers on pasture reached puberty 15 days before the

straightbreds.

4.4.2 Sex

Experimental evidence suggests that the effect of sex on the

expression of heterosis differs between growth traits.

Gyles (1987) reviewed the evidence for sex differences in the

expression of heterosis for birth weight and concluded there is no

consistent advantage for either sex .

Several studies show males exhibiting greater heterosis for

preweaning gain than heifers (Pahnish et al. 1969, Gregory et al. 1978b,

McDonald and Turner 1972, Dillard et al. 1980 and Drewry et al. 1978).

However, Long and Gregory (1974) found no sex differences in the level

of heterosis for preweaning average daily gain. Other workers have found

slightly greater heterotic effect for weaning weight in heifers (Gerlaugh et
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al. 1951, Brinks et al. 1967, Sagebiel et al. 1974). Of course, the breeds

involved commonly differed between studies and the behaviour of

heterosis for particular traits and biological environments is not

necessarily the same for all breed crosses.

Gregory et al. (1978c) suggest that the major difference between the

sexes for growth rate is the growth period in which heterosis is expressed.

Most of the heterotic effects for steer growth rate occur before 200 days

of age whilst in females it occurs between 200 to 400 days of age.

However the heterotic effect on final weight was similar for both sexes.

4.5 Sire Effects 

Between breed differences for the level of heterosis have been

discussed in Chapter 3, however differences in the expression of heterosis

between sires within breed are relatively unknown. It is possible to

examine this effect from correctly designed crossing experiments by

testing sire x breed of dam interactions.

4.5.1 Sire x breed of dam interaction

There are only a small number of studies which have examined sire

x breed of dam interactions for beef production. The effect of such

interactions on the prediction of a sire's breeding value from progeny

tests has been considered. Work done on the Limousin breed by Benyshek

(1979), Massey and Benyshek (1981) and Cunningham and Magee (1986)

concluded that these interactions may have a significant impact on

preweaning traits and hence may distort Limousin sire evaluations. The
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genetic basis for the interaction is somewhat unclear, but Benyshek

(1979) postulated that it may be the result of a genotype by genotype

interaction resulting from differences in allelic and non-allelic interactions

when genetically different populations are combined. In addition, it was

suggested the interaction could involve a genotype by maternal

environment interaction, with the different dam breeds providing

different maternal environments.

Gregory et al. (1966b) reported a non-significant sire x breed of

dam interaction for carcase traits of crossbreds steers. However the

authors reported a significant breed of sire x breed of dam interaction for

several weight related traits and concluded that heterosis was due to the

effects of breed, rather than to sire effects within breed.

The potential exists for sire x breed of dam interactions in

crossbreeding systems. If they were present then the level of heterosis

from a particular breed cross would depend on the sire used.
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CHAPTER 5 - Crossbreeding Systems

The increasing economic pressures in livestock production have

forced beef producers to become more efficient, and crossbreeding is seen

as an option for increasing productivity. However, to maximise the chance

of achieving productivity gains from crossbreeding the design of breeding

programs that utilise the different gene effects and the resulting genetic

differences for the traits in the breeding objective must be determined. A

range of crossing structures are available to the beef industry. These

systems differ in the way in which additive breed differences are utilized,

the level of heterosis expressed, and their operational complexity. An

understanding of the genetic basis of heterosis and of additive genetic

differences between breeds, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 allows the

prediction of the overall genetic value of alternative crossbreeding

systems.

In general then, "crossbreeding systems can be used in beef cattle

production to provide for heterosis and to use breed differences in

additive genetic merit" (Gregory and Cundiff 1980). A third use of

crossbreeding is the combination of attributes of two or more breeds in

the one population, to form a synthetic or a composite breed, although

strictly this still simply involves use of additive and non-additive

differences. The fourth use is complementarity of two, or more, breeds in

one enterprise (Cartwright 1970). The commonly used example of

complementarity is the mating of terminal sire breeds that have greater

additive genetic merit for growth over smaller mature size dams,

commonly exhibiting heterosis for maternal characters, such as fertility
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and milk production. Again, this involves the manipulation of between

breed (additive) differences but now between traits.

Crossbreeding then involves first the choice of breeds and secondly

the method of utilising them in crosses, i.e. the choice of the mating

system. Dickerson (1969) describes a range of crossbreeding systems.

5.1 Static crossbreeding with terminal sires

A two-breed cross is the most basic form of crossbreeding. This

system makes use of additive (within breed) differences between the

parent breeds, only additive maternal effects of the dam breed and

individual (direct) heterosis in the progeny. Complementarity can be used

by the choice of the dam and sire breeds.

The three-breed terminal cross maximizes both direct and maternal

heterosis and usually involves a first cross (F1) dam mated to a sire of a

third breed. Maternal and direct heterosis are maximised via the

combinations of the dam and its calf, respectively. Like the two-breed

first cross, this system can make use of breed complementarity, especially

in the F 1 dam, which can be created to maximize efficiency of production

by careful choice of the parental breeds.

Near maximum biological performance is expected in the best three-

breed cross (Dickerson 1969). Estimates of the cumulative effects of

heterosis for weight of calf weaned per cow joined, have been up to 50 %

or more for crosses between Bos taurus and Bos indicus breeds of cattle
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(Cartwright et al. 1964, Koger et al. 1975). Gregory and Cundiff (1980)

estimated the cumulative effects of both direct and maternal heterosis of

23.3 % for weight of calf weaned per cow mated in a three-breed cross

system among Bos taurus breeds. The different components of the 23.3 %

advantage were: 8.5 % direct heterosis as a result of increased livability

and increased preweaning growth of the crossbred calves; and the

crossbred cows produced 14.8 % more calf per cow exposed to breeding as

a result of increased reproductive performance and improved maternal

ability. These figures are by no means universal, but they provide a basis

by which other systems of crossbreeding can be compared.

Backcrossing is another static system of crossbreeding. This system

involves the mating of crossbred dams (F i 's) back to one of the parent

breeds. It allows for maximum expression of maternal heterosis but only

50 % of the direct heterosis as the average heterozygosity of the progeny

is 50 % with respect to breed of origin. The system allows the additive

genetic merit of a breed to be maximized whilst taking advantage of the

maternal heterosis.

5.2 Rotational crossbreeding systems

These systems are designed to maintain high levels of heterosis in a

self replacing herd. Their use of additive genetic variation among breeds

may be restricted because additive genetic composition fluctuates greatly

from one generation to the next (Gregory and Cundiff 1980).

Complementarity cannot be exploited in rotational crossing because on
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average each of the breeds in the rotation contributes its strengths and

weaknesses equally to the production system (Cundiff et al. 1986).

In two- and three-breed rotational crossing systems heterozygosity

stabilizes after seven generations (Dickerson 1969, 1973) and the percent

heterozygosity at equilibrium, relative to that expressed in the F 1 , for n

breeds in a rotation is equal to (2n-2)/(2n-1). Therefore after seven

generations in a two-breed rotation 66.7 % heterozygosity remains,

assuming no epistatic loss; hence, 2/3 of the maximum heterosis is

retained. Similarly, in a three-breed rotation (n=3) more heterozygosity is

maintained and the retention of heterosis at equilibrium is predicted to

be 86 %. In a two-breed rotation the additive composition at equilibrium

is 2/3 of the breed of sire and 1/3 of the breed of the maternal grandsire.

Whereas in a three-breed rotation the additive composition is 4/7 of the

sire breed, 2/7 of the breed of the maternal grandsire and 1/7 of the

maternal great grandsire, which is the breed to which the females are

mated (Gregory and Cundiff 1980).

5.3 Rotational crossbreeding and terminal sires

A rotational crossbreeding system using terminal sires can take

advantage of both heterosis provided by the rotational systems (as

mentioned above) and complementarity provided by the terminal sire

systems (Cundiff et al. 1986). The basic structure of the system is that

herd replacements are produced by mating younger cows in a rotational

crossing system to avoid calving difficulties, whilst mating the mature

cows to the terminal sires. After herd replacements are met, usually 1/2
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the herd is mated in a breed rotation and 1/2 to the terminal sires. This

system aims to utilize heterosis in all phases of production. Maximum

direct heterosis is exhibited in the calves from the terminal sire

component of the system but only 67 % and 86 % of the maximum

maternal heterosis is exhibited in a two- and three-breed rotation,

respectively. Therefore this system has the highest realized biological

advantage of rotational crossing systems.

5.4 Synthetic (Composite) breed formation

This form of crossbreeding involves the inter se mating of two or

more breeds for several generations. Once the synthetic is stabilized it is

managed as a normal a straightbred herd. Synthetics probably offer the

greatest opportunity to exploit additive genetic variation among breeds

(Cundiff et al. 1986), but some of the advantage of heterosis in a

rotational system of crossbreeding may be lost. According to the

dominance model of heterosis this is proportional to heterozygosity. In

the formation of a synthetic high levels of heterozygosity can be achieved

by using a large number of breeds. However the question arises to what

extent is the retention of heterosis proportional to the retention of

heterozygosity? Kinghorn (1983) suggests that synthetics may be

disadvantaged if epistatic loss is important, i.e. if some or all of the

heterosis for the important traits is due to epistasis, rather than to

dominance deviations. In a multibreed synthetic, the epistatic loss is also

proportional to (n-1)/n, where n is the number of breeds in the synthetic

(Kinghorn 1980). Of course, the synthetic does not permit exploitation of
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complementarity. Once formed, the synthetic offers obvious operational

advantages, as only one breed population is then involved.
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CHAPTER 6 - Contributions of the Devon Breed

6.1 Brief History 

The Devon breed of cattle was developed in Devonshire, England

and is said to be one of the oldest breeds of cattle in existence having

descended from cattle introduced to the British Isles by the Anglo-Saxons

(Friend 1978). Originally the breed was used for draught and it was not

until the 19th century that selection occurred for a beef type (Rouse

1972). The first purebred Devon was introduced into Australia in the

early 1800's and the breed today is found in moderate numbers (48,000

head) throughout Australia. The breed is said to be well adapted to this

drier continent, and has gained the reputation of being a good foragers,

performing well under harsh environmental conditions.

Objective data on the Devon breed is scarce and its genetic

contribution to beef cattle production is relatively unknown, as few

experiments have involved this breed. A review of research involving the

Devon breed follows. Because of the small number of relevent

experiments each is reviewed in some detail. In this review, where breed

differences were evaluated their significance will be cited. However, in

some of the experiments the significance of main effects in the analysis of

variance are reported without all contrasts. For example, breed effects are

reported as significant where more than two breeds were involved

without giving the two breed contrasts. In addition in breed/cross
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evaluations the number of sires will be cited, wherever possible but often

such important detail is not given in the literature.

6.2 Crosses between Devons and other Beef Breeds

The literature contains reports of only three significant trials having

been conducted between Devons and other beef breeds, viz. growth and

maternal performance of Brahman, Angus, Devon and reciprocal

crossbreds (Kidder 1963, Crockett 1963, Warnick 1963), growth, carcase

and reproductive traits from a sire evaluation study involving the Devon

breed (Notter et al. 1978a,b, Young et al. 1978a,b) and the Devon-

Hereford Bicentennial Crossbreeding Trial (Gyles 1987, Gyles et al. 1985,

Gyles et al. 1986).

6.2.1 Growth and maternal performance of Brahman, Angus, Devon

and reciprocal crossbreds (Kidder 1963, Crockett 1963, Warnick, 1963).

These reports relate to a project based on a complete diallel of the

Devon and Brahman and the Brahman and Angus breeds. Comparison of

the relative contributions of the two British breeds were possible, but

results are confounded with years, particularly since the Angus entered

the experiment some years after the Devon.

The results are summarised in Table 6.1 which presents the

estimates of individual heterosis for several growth traits. Heterosis in the

Devon-Brahman crosses for weaning, yearling, and slaughter weight were

15 %, 19 % and 21 %, respectively. Additive differences between the
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Devon and the Brahman show an advantage for the Devon of 10 kg and 18

kg for weaning weight and slaughter weight, respectively.

Table 6.1: Heterosis, genotype means for weaning and postweaning

weights of Devon, Brahman, Angus and reciprocal cross

Devon-Brahman and Angus-Brahman steers.

Sire breed Dam breed Numbers

Weaning

weight(kg)

Yearling

weight(kg)

Slaughter

weight(kg)

Devon (D) Devon 380 155.5 201.4 325.9

Brahman (B) Brahman 52 145.5 200.9 308.2

Angus (A) Angus 51 138.6 178.8 273.6

D B 12 170.0 240.0* 382.7*

B D 96 177.7

A B 8 156.8 221.4* 352.7*

B A 26 159.1

D-B heterosis, kg 23.4 3 8 . 9 6 5 . 7

(%) 15.5 19.3 20.7

A-B heterosis, kg 15.9 31.6 61.8

(%) 11.2 16.6 21.2

* Reciprocal cross means pooled

Maternal heterosis was measured in the Devon-Brahman cross and

Angus-Brahman cross Fl dams when backcrossed. Maternal heterosis for

weaning weight was 7.8 and 22 % from the Devon cross and Angus cross

F 1 dams, respectively. Calf survival data was recorded, Devon-Brahman Fi
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cows had a birth to weaning loss of 13 % compared with an average loss

of 23 % in the straightbreds, which was -43 % maternal heterosis for calf

loss. The estimate of heterosis for birth to weaning loss from the Angus

cross dams was -66 %.

In summary, considerable heterosis was demonstrated for both the

British breed crosses. Devon-Brahman cross calves exhibited 15.5 %

heterosis for weaning weight and this advantage was maintained in the

postweaning period. Maternal heterosis from the Devon-Brahman cross F1

female was -43 % for preweaning calf loss and 7.8 % for weaning weight,

with both of these estimates being less than those for the Angus-Brahman

cross dams.

6.2.2 Growth, carcase and reproductive traits from a sire evaluation

study involving the Devon breed (Notter et al. 1978a,b; Young et al.

1978a,b).

These results relate to the large Germ Plasm Evaluation Program in

Nebraska in which the progeny of Devon sires (12) were compared to

Hereford (21), Angus (27), Brahman (14) and Holstein sires (13) when

mated to Bos taurus cross cows (total number of sires in parentheses).

The results presented in Table 6.2 show that Devon sired calves had

a similar gestation length and level of dystocia as Hereford and Angus

sires, whilst these three sire breeds had a significantly longer gestation

length than Holsteins, but less than Brahmans. Both Brahman and Holstein

sires had significantly higher incidences of dystocia.
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Devon sired calves had similar preweaning ADG and 200-day weight

to the other sire breeds, except for the Brahman. The increased

performance of the Brahman sired calves may reflect an additive breed

difference, but could also be the result of a greater contribution of non-

additive genetic effects.

Table 6.2: Birth and preweaning growth traits for Devon, Hereford,

Angus, Brahman and Holstein sired matings with B o s

taurus dams.

Sire breed Birth
weight (kg)

Gestation
length (days)

Dystocia
(%)

Preweaning
ADG (kg/day)

200-day
weight (kg)

Devon 30.8 cd 283 c 34 d 0.71 c 172 cd

H and A* 30.2 d 283 c 27 d 0.69 c 168 d

Brahman 35.5 b 289 b 67 b 0.77 b 190 b

Holstein 32.0 c 281 d 47 c 0.71 c 174 c

a b c d: numbers in the same column without a common superscript differ (P<0.05)

* Hereford and Angus

The results presented in Table 6.3 show that Brahman sired steers

were significantly heavier at 200 days than steers sired by the other four

breeds. Devon sired calves had the slowest postweaning ADG of all the

sires, which resulted in their progeny being the lightest at 452 days,

although they did not differ significantly from Hereford and Angus sired

steers. Brahman sired steers were heavier than all the breeds at 452

days.
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Table 6.4 shows that the progeny of Devon sires were not as fat over

the 12th rib, but had a greater percentage of K H P (kidney, heart and

pelvic) fat than the Angus and Hereford sired carcases. Devon sired

progeny had similar eye muscle areas to the Hereford, Angus and

Holsteins and similar retail product percentage to the Angus, Hereford

and Brahman sired calves. Devons had less retail product percentage than

Holsteins. Carcase grades were similar among the Devon and other B o s

t a ur u s sire breeds and were all greater than for the Brahman sired

carcases.

Table 6.3: Steer postweaning growth traits from Devon, Hereford,

Angus, Brahman and Holstein sires mated to Bos taurus 

dams.

Sire breed 200 day
weight (kg)

Postweaning
ADG (kg/day)

Rel. growth
rate (%/day)

452 day
weight (kg)

Devon 180 b 0.99 b 0.34 b 429 b

H and A * 171 b 1.06 cd 0.36 c 443 be

Brahman 197 c 1.05 c 0.34 b 460 d

Holstein 177 b 1.11 d 0.36 c 454 cd
a b c d: numbers in the same column without a common superscript differ

(P<0.05)

* Angus and Herefords
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Table 6.4: Least square means for slaughter traits adjusted to a

carcase weight of 279 kg for Devon, Hereford, Angus,

Brahman and Holstein sired calves from Bos taurus dams.

Sire breed Slaughter

weight (kg)

Fat thickness

(cm)

Longissimus

area (cm 2 )

Estimated

KHP fat (%)

Estimated retail

product (%)

Quality

grade

Devon 459 b 1.03 c 71.4 c 3.08 d 69.4 cd 9.3 cd

H and A* 461 b 1.18 d 70.4c 2.76c 68.7 bc 9.8 d

Brahman 487 b 1.04 c 67.7 b 2.67 c 70.2 d 7.8 b

Holstein _	 474 c 0.65 b 70.3c 2.41 b  72.8 e  90c

a b c d : numbers in the same column without a common superscript differ (P<0.05)

* Hereford and Angus KHP = kidney, heart and pelvic

Results presented in Table 6.5 show that Devon sired heifers had

similar postweaning weights, age and weight at puberty as Hereford,

Angus and Holstein sired heifers. All the Bos Taurus crosses were lighter

and younger at puberty than Brahman sired heifers.

Table 6.5: Postweaning performance of heifers from Devon, Hereford,

Angus, Brahman and holstein sired matings with Bos taurus

darns.

Sire breed 200 day
weight (kg)

400-day
weight (kg)

550-day
weight (kg)

Puberty age
(days)

Puberty
weight (kg)

Devon 168 be 280 b 357 b 384 c 275 c

H and A* 162 b 280 b 352 b 388 c 275 c

Brahman 185 d 287 c 377 c 426 d 308 d

Holstein  173 c 298 c 383 c 370 c 284 c

a b c d : numbers in the same column without a common superscript differ (P<0.05)

* Hereford and Angus
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In summary, this extensive topeross evaluation showed that the

genetic contribution of Devon sires was similar to the Angus, Hereford and

Holstein sires for progeny preweaning traits, but had a slower

postweaning ADG and differed in their fat partitioning with relatively

greater fat deposition in the IMP depot compared with the subcutaneous

depot.

6.2.3 Devon-Hereford Bicentennial Crossbreeding Trial (Gyles 1987,

Gyles et al. 1985, Gyles et al. 1986).

Estimates of breed differences and heterotic effects for preweaning

growth of the Devon and Hereford breeds were made from a complete

two-breed diallel under an Australian temperate production environment.

A total of 15 Devon and 14 Hereford/Poll Hereford sires were mated to

both Devon and Hereford cows by artifical insemination to generate the

four genotypes, viz. straightbred Devon, straightbred Hereford, Devon x

Hereford and Hereford x Devon.

The results are summarised in Table 6.6 which presents estimates

of additive and non-additive differences for several preweaning traits.

Devon calves had a gestation length 2.41 days longer than the Hereford

calves, and the crossbred calves remained in utero an intermediate time

period. No significant differences occurred for birth weight, gain to

weaning or weaning weight between the Devon and Hereford calves, nor

were there any significant differences between the reciprocal crosses.
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Table 6.6: Genotype means, heterosis levels, straightbred and

maternal differences for gestation length, birth weight,

average daily gain to weaning (ADG) and weaning weight

of Devon, Hereford and reciprocal cross calves.

Trait DD*

Calf genotype

HH	 HD DH

Heterosist

(units)

Straightbred

difference §

Maternal

difference!

Gestation length

(days)

285 281 282 283 -0.59 2.41 * -0.46

Birth weight (kg) 31.9 32.8 35.0 33.6 1.96 * -0.50 0.67

ADG (kg/day) 0.65 0.63 0.68 0.70 0.05 * 0.01 -0.01

Weaning weight

(kg)

153.0 150.9 160.2 162.5 9.81 * 1.44 -1.19

P<0.05

DD=Devon, HH=Hereford, HD=Hereford x Devon, DH= Devon x Hereford (sire breed first).

t Heterosis = (DH+HD)/2 - (DD+HH)/2

§ Straightbred difference = DD-HH

I Maternal difference = DH-HD.

Heterosis for gestation length, birth weight, gain to weaning and

weaning weight were -0.21 %, 6.1 %, 7.2 % and 6.5 %, respectively. These

estimates were all significant, except for gestation length.

Calf milk consumption was estimated approximately three months

into the lactation; no significant calf genotype differences were reported.

Milk production was also estimated at four months into lactation. At this

stage of lactation Devon dams produced significantly more milk and

energy than the Hereford dams, although this was not reflected in calf
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growth. Dams suckling crossbred calves produced significantly higher

daily milk energy yield (3.25 MJ/day), which was reflected in increased

calf growth.

In summary, additive differences between the breeds were non-

significant for most preweaning traits, with the exception of gestation

length. An additive maternal difference occurred for milk and energy

yield, with the Devon dams producing significantly more. Considerable

heterosis was demonstrated for the preweaning traits of the Devon-

Hereford reciprocal cross calves, and cows suckling crossbred calves

produced a higher milk energy yield.

6.3 Crosses between Devons and Dairy Breeds

The literature contains reports of two significant and one small trial

which include the Devon in sire breed comparisons. In the first trial

performance traits of progeny were compared when sires were mated to

the Friesian dams, viz. experiments in which Devon sires were evaluated

for their genetic contribution in producing beef from New Zealand dairy

herds (Everitt et al. 1978, 1980; Dalton et al. 1980, Jury et al. 1980). In

the second trial growth and carcase studies were conducted using British

beef breed comparisons including the Devon (Southgate 1978; Kempster

et al. 1982; Southgate et al. 1982; Kempster and Southgate 1984). In a

smaller study, carcase weight and quality were evaluated in the progeny

of several sire breeds, including the Devon when mated to Dairy

Shorthorn dams (Hocking 1983).
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6.3.1 Experiments in which Devon sires were evaluated for their

genetic contribution in producing beef from New Zealand dairy herds.

(Everitt et al. 1978, 1980; Dalton et al. 1980, Jury et al. 1980).

A series of experiments was conducted in New Zealand to examine

the potential for producing beef cross calves from dairy cows. Devon,

Friesian and Charolais sires were evaluated for growth, carcase and

fertility traits of progeny when the sires were mated to Friesian dams.

Each sire breed was represented by 10 bulls.

The results summarised are traits in which the breed effect in the

analysis of variance was significant, however the two breed contrasts

were not given. Devon crosses had similar birth weight (36.0 kg) and

preweaning growth rate (0.64 kg/day) to the Friesian (35.7 kg and 0.64

kg/day), but less than the Charolais crosses (40.8 kg and 0.68 kg/day).

These differences were also reflected in weaning and yearling weights. A

slower postweaning growth rate occurred for the Devon crosses (0.51

kg/day) compared with the Friesian and Charolais crosses (0.53 and 0.55

kg/day, respectively). Consequently, Charolais crosses were heavier at

slaughter (380 kg) than the Friesians (371 kg) which, in turn were

heavier than the Devon crosses (353 kg). Devon cross carcases had a

greater fat depth (2.7 mm) at the 12/13 th rib than the other sire breeds,

with the Charolais crosses having the least 12/13th rib fat depth (1.1

mm). There were differences in eye muscle area between the sire breeds,

with the Charolais having a greater eye muscle area (93.9 cm2 ) than the

Friesian and Devon sired carcases (81.4 and 81.0 cm 2 , respectively).
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Results were obtained for postweaning growth and reproductive

traits in Devon, Charolais and Friesian sired heifers. Devon sired heifers

achieved first oestrus at 387 days and 225 kgs compared with 343 days,

212 kg and 428 days, 268 kg for the Friesian and Charolais sired heifers,

respectively. Results showed no differences in the pregnancy rates of

heifers from the three sire breeds when joined at an average of 450 days.

In summary, Devon crosses were lighter at birth, slower growing,

but had earlier maturing carcases with smaller eye muscle areas than the

Charolais crosses. Devon cross heifers reached puberty 44 days later and

13 kg lighter than Friesian cross heifers, but compared with the Charolais

cross heifers the Devon cross heifers reached puberty 41 days earlier and

43 kgs lighter.

6.3.2 Growth and carcase studies for British beef breed comparisons

involving Devon sires. (Southgate 1978; Kempster et al. 1982; Southgate et

al. 1982; Kempster and Southgate 1984).

These experiments were comparisons of progeny from Devon (61),

Hereford (43), Angus (22), Charolais (30) and Simmental (32) sires mated

to Friesian dams (number of sires in parenthesis). Limousin, Lincoln Red,

South Devon, British Friesian and Sussex sires were also included in the

experiment, but are not included in this review.

The results for postweaning growth showed Devon crosses grew at

similar rates to Angus and Hereford crosses (0.86, 0.84 and 0.85 kg/day
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respectively). The progeny of these three sire breeds grew significantly

slower than the Charolais and Simmental crosses (0.94 and 0.93 kg/day).

Devon cross carcases were not significantly different from those

from Hereford and Angus cross steers for carcase weight, saleable meat in

the carcase, saleable meat to bone ratio, eye muscle area, and rate of

saleable meat gain. However, all three sire breeds differed significantly

from Charolais and Simmental sires for carcase weight, eye muscle area

and rate of saleable meat gain.

In summary, the Devon cross steers performed similarly to progeny

from Hereford and Angus sires for growth and carcase traits, but were

slower growing and had lower carcase yields than the Charolais and

Simmental sired progeny.

6.3.3 Carcase weight and quality evaluation of progeny of several

sire breeds, including the (North) Devon when mated to Dairy Shorthorn

dams (Hocking 1983).

This study evaluated the carcase weight and quality of progeny

from Dairy Shorthorn dams sired by Devon, Simmental and several dairy

breeds including Red Friesians, Red Holsteins, Danish Red and Meuse-

Rhine-Yssel.

Results were from only 33 Devon cross steers and showed that

carcase weights of Devon sired progeny (226 kg) were similar to those

from all other sire breeds, with the exception of the Simmental which
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were significantly heavier (264 kg). Devon cross steers were younger at

slaughter, but were significantly fatter (3.1 score) than steers from the

other sire breeds (2.7 score). Carcase fattness was evaluated by visual

appraisal of the level of external fat cover on a scale of 0 to 5 .

In summary, Devon cross carcases were similar in weight to those

from the other sire breeds, but had a greater external fat cover.

6.4 ,Summary - The Genetic Contribution of the Devon 

Breed 

This review illustrates the relatively small amount of information

existing on the Devon breed. Some experiments involving the breed have

not been cited as experimental designs employed prevented estimates of

the genetic contribution of the Devon being obtained (Mattos et al. 1978,

Franklin et al. 1981, Caries and Riley 1984, Chadwick et al. 1980, Sparke

and Lamond 1968).

With the exception of the Devon-Brahman diallel (Kidder 1963,

Crockett 1963, Warnick 1963) and the Devon-Hereford Bicentennial

Crossbreeding trial (Gyles 1987, Gyles et al. 1986) no other experiments

involving the Devon were able to partition the variation into additive and

non-additive, direct and maternal differences. All other experiments cited

involved Devon sires in a topeross type evaluation, in which the sire

breed comparisons provided information on additive breed differences

for several traits. However, differences in non-additive gene contribution
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between the different sire breeds and the dam breed may have

confounded the estimates.

6.4.1 Additive Differences (g t , gm)

6.4.1.1 Devons and Brahmans

The results from the diallel show that straightbred Devons weaned

heavier calves than the straightbred Brahmans, although the breeds were

similar in mature size. Reciprocal cross differences provided an estimate

of additive maternal differences (g m ), with Devon dams weaning

crossbred calves that were 8 kg heavier than Brahman dams.

Sire evaluations between the Devon and Brahman breeds showed

Brahman cross calves were heavier at birth and had a faster preweaning

growth rate than the Devon cross calves. However much of this difference

is likely to be due to non-additive gene action. Carcase studies showed

that Devon cross carcases had more internal fat, a greater eye muscle area

and a better carcase grade than the Brahman crosses. Devon sired heifers

reached puberty at a lighter weight and at a younger age than the

Brahman sired heifers.

6.4.1.2 Devons and other British breeds

The studies involving comparisons between Devon crosses and other

British breed crosses show them to be similar for additive differences in

preweaning traits. However the Devon crosses tended to have a slightly

slower postweaning growth rate and at the same carcase weight tended to

have more internal fat. Estimates of additive differences, both direct and

maternal, for preweaning traits between the Devon and Hereford were
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generally non-significant, with the exception of gestation length and daily

milk energy yield.

6.4.1.3 Devons and European breeds

Devon crosses had lighter birth weights, slower growth rates, earlier

maturing carcases with smaller eye muscle areas, but reached puberty at

an earlier age than the European breed crosses.

6.4.2 Non-Additive Differences (h0 and hM)

The only estimates of non-additive differences (heterosis) come

from the Devon-Brahman and the Devon-Hereford diallel experiments.

From the Devon-Brahman diallel individual heterosis (h I ) for growth

traits was considerable (e.g. weaning weight 15.5 %) and similar to studies

of crosses of Bos indicus and other Bos taurus breeds (Table 3.2).

However, maternal heterosis (h M) for weaning weight of the Devon-

Brahman cross dam of 7.8 % is lower than average (11.2 %) from crosses

between Bos indicus and Bos taurus breeds, but is within the range of

estimates (3.2 to 20.7 %) for different crosses (Table 3.2).

Estimates of non-additive differences between the Devon and

Hereford were significant for birth weight (6.1 %), gain to weaning (7.2%)

and weaning weight (6.5 %). These estimates were within the range of

heterosis reported for other British breed crosses.

It is evident from this review that further objective information on

the additive and non-additive contributions is required on the

postweaning performance of the Devon breed and its crosses under
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Australian conditions if the Devon breed is to be used successfully in

crossbreeding programs.



CHAPTER 7

7.1 Additive and non-additive differences in postweaning

performance of Devon, Hereford and reciprocal cross steers

and heifers: Introduction 

World-wide research has shown the advantages of crossing specific

breeds, but few estimates exist of the additive and non-additive genetic

contributions which could be made by the Devon breed. Under Australian

production environments, there are no reported evaluations of the breed

or its crosses with the most numerically popular Hereford breed.

The experiment reported here forms part of a large, long-term

crossbreeding trial initiated in 1983 by the Devon Cattle Breeders' Society

of Australia. The overall project aims were to obtain and disseminate

objective information on Industry productivity gains which could be

achieved from crossing two of the original beef cattle breeds introduced

into Australia, viz. the Devon and Hereford breeds.

Phase 1 of the trial evaluated the preweaning performance of

Devon, Hereford and reciprocal cross calves generated from a complete

diallel of the Devon and Hereford breeds, and was reported by Gyles

(1987).

5 9
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This project reports Phase 2 of the trial which has examined growth

postweaning, carcase and maternal traits of the Devon, Hereford and

reciprocal cross steers and heifers produced in Phase 1 (see Figure 1).

In Australia, the Devon breed is generally found in harsh

environments in which nutrition is frequently low. The performance of

the breed is somewhat unknown under good conditions even by

commercial producers. Chapter 8 reports an investigation of the between

breed and cross additive and non-additive differences in postweaning

performance of straightbred Devon, Hereford and reciprocal cross steers

grown out in high and low nutrition environments. Carcase studies were

also performed to examine differences between the breedtypes for

several carcase traits and the impact of environment on these traits.

Crossbreeding has become important in beef production. With the

increased use of crossbred females, the need arises to quantify the genetic

contribution of the crossbred dam to her offspring. Calves from crossbred

beef cows are generally heavier at weaning than calves from

straightbreds, with this difference being largely attributed to the greater

milk production of the crossbreds (Cundiff et al. 1974b). Chapter 9 reports

an investigation of the between breed and cross additive and non-

additive differences in birth weight and preweaning gain of Red Angus

sired calves from Devon, Hereford and reciprocal cross heifers. To study

the impact of milk production on calf weight, milk yield and composition

were measured at four stages during lactation with parallel studies on

suckling and grazing behaviour, using a sample of the Devon, Hereford

and reciprocal cross heifers.



7.2 The Overall Design

The overall experimental design involved the Devon and Hereford

and Poll Hereford breeds in a complete two-breed diallel. For convenience

of reporting, both Hereford and Polled Hereford will be described

collectively as Herefords. The base herd comprised 141 Devon and 153

Hereford cows, which were samples of mixed age groups from nine Devon

and three Hereford herds. These cows were mated by artificial

insemination to either a Devon or a Hereford sire in April 1984 and a

reduced herd again in April 1985. The cows were randomly allocated

bulls within breed. The semen used in each year was from 15 Devon and

14 Hereford sires. Four breedtypes were produced; straightbred Devon

(DD), straightbred Hereford (HH), Devon (sire) x Hereford (DH)

and Hereford x Devon (HD). The second year of mating occurred due to

the low conception rate achieved in the 1984 AI program.

The base cows were run as one group post-joining and calving took

place in December 1984 to January 1985 and the second drop in

December 1985 to January 1986 (defined as 1985 and 1986 drop,

respectively). Post-calving the cows and calves were managed as one

complete group and weaning occurred in July 1985 or 1986, when the

calves were approximately 6 to 7 months of age.

61

Postweaning the 1985 steers were divided into two groups and

were grown out to slaughter in two different nutritional environments.
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The 1986 steers were grown out to slaughter on high nutrition (Chapter

8). Postweaning the 1985 heifers were grown out and mated at an

average age of 15.5 months to Red Angus sires in Febuary 1987 (Chapter

9). The 1986 heifers were grown out and were subsequently grouped

with the 1985 heifers. Obviously the 1986 were not old enough to be

joined in 1987. Therefore all results from the mating with the Red Angus

sires were from the 1985 heifers only.
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Figure 1: Structure of the Devon-Hereford Crossbreeding Trial
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